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hybrid, introgression, population genetics, population structure, 24 

assignment tests, simulation 25 

 26 

Abstract 27 

The ability to detect and characterize hybridization in nature has long been of 28 

interest to many fields of biology and often has direct implications for wildlife 29 

management and conservation. The capacity to identify the presence of 30 

hybridization, and quantify the numbers of individuals belonging to different hybrid 31 

classes, permits inference on the magnitude of, and time scale over which, 32 

hybridization has been, or is occurring. Here we present an R package and 33 

associated workflow developed for the detection, with estimates of efficiency and 34 

accuracy, of multi-generational hybrid individuals using genetic or genomic data in 35 

conjunction with the program NEWHYBRIDS. This package includes functions for 36 

the identification and testing of diagnostic panels of markers, the simulation of 37 

multi-generational hybrids, and the quantification and visualization of the efficiency 38 

and accuracy with which hybrids can be detected. Overall, this package delivers a 39 

streamlined hybrid analysis platform, providing improvements in speed, ease of use 40 

and repeatability over current ad hoc approaches. The latest version of the package 41 

and associated documentation are available on GitHub 42 

(https://github.com/bwringe/hybriddetective). 43 

Introduction 44 

 45 

Detecting and elucidating patterns of hybridization between individuals from 46 

genetically distinct populations is of interest in many fields of biology (Abbott et al. 47 

2013; Payseur & Rieseberg 2016; Todesco et al. 2016). Naturally occurring hybrid 48 

zones - areas where genetically distinct populations come into contact and create 49 

genetically (ad)mixed offspring - are important natural laboratories to study of the 50 
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interplay between selection and recombination (Barton & Hewitt 1985; Burke & 51 

Arnold 2001; Hilbish et al. 2012). These areas have provided opportunities to glean 52 

information to further model, and test hypotheses related to speciation (Abbott et al. 53 

2013; Barton 2013; Dowling & Secor 1997) and the maintenance of reproductive 54 

barriers (Albrechtová et al. 2012; Griebel et al. 2015; Landry et al. 2007), natural 55 

selection (Johnson et al. 2010; Pruvost et al. 2013), and genetic recombination. 56 

Hybridization can also have conservation, regulatory, and legal ramifications related 57 

to the genetic structure and integrity of populations (Allendorf et al. 2004; Benson 58 

et al. 2014; Boyer et al. 2008; Fitzpatrick et al. 2015; Rostgaard Nielsen et al. 2016), 59 

or the introgression of domesticated (Fraser et al. 2010; Kidd et al. 2009; Noren et 60 

al. 2005) or transgenic (Oke et al. 2013; Warwick et al. 2003) alleles into wild 61 

populations. 62 

 In some cases, hybrid individuals can be identified morphologically (de 63 

Oliveira et al. 2002; Ross & Cavender 1981; Solomon & Child 1978), however 64 

morphological classification is notoriously imperfect (Baumsteiger et al. 2005; 65 

Esquer-Garrigos et al. 2015; Hardig et al. 2000; Neff & Smith 1979) and does not 66 

allow for the classification of hybrid category (Lamb & Avise 1987) or the 67 

examination of the effect of genetic dosage (Kierzkowski et al. 2011; Rieseberg 68 

1995). In contrast, the use of Mendelian genetic markers affords researchers the 69 

ability to not only identify individuals as hybrid or purebred, but also to characterize 70 

them to specific hybrid classes (e.g. pure, F1, F2

Many statistical approaches have been put forward to use genetic markers to 76 

identify hybrids (Anderson 2009), and some of these have been incorporated into 77 

widely used, and cited software programs (e.g. NEWHYBRIDS [Anderson & 78 

Thompson 2002]; STRUCTURE [Hubisz et al. 2009]; GENODIVE [Meirmans & Van 79 

Tienderen 2004]). However, the analyses conducted by these programs is but one 80 

step in the path to go from individual genotypes, to the detection and assignment of 81 

 and backcrosses). This ability to 71 

quantify the types, and numbers of individuals of different hybrid classes present, 72 

allows inferences to be made on the magnitude of, and time scale over which, 73 

hybridization has been, or is occurring (Anderson & Thompson 2002; Brown et al. 74 

2004; Godinho et al. 2015; Saarman & Pogson 2015).  75 
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those individuals to a hybrid class, with quantifiable levels of certainty. The process 82 

of performing hybrid analyses currently entails the use of multiple, standalone 83 

programs, many of which require data to be provided in a unique format (Lischer & 84 

Excoffier 2012; Stanley et al. 2017). Furthermore, the reliance on the user for file 85 

management, and for manually implementing individual analyses with separate 86 

programs in addition to affording opportunity for human error, leads to a disjunct 87 

analytical process with a steep learning curve that lacks the efficiency and 88 

repeatability of a true workflow. 89 

Here we describe the R package hybriddetective and associated workflow for 90 

hybrid identification developed in the R computer language (R Development Core 91 

Team 2016). The package and workflow encompass every aspect of the hybrid 92 

identification procedure.   Specifically, we include functions for (1) panel design, and 93 

the quantification of the efficiency, accuracy and power of panels of diagnostic 94 

markers; (2) error checking and diagnostics; and (3) quantification, and 95 

visualization of accuracy and assignment power of the selected panel(s).  96 

hybriddetective’s simulation and panel selection functions have been designed to 97 

work in concert, as a workflow, to improve the accuracy, and reduce the 98 

overestimation of assignment certainty (Anderson & Thompson 2002), and 99 

concomitantly reduce high-grading bias (described in detail below; Anderson 2010). 100 

This package alleviates much of the complexity in the hybrid detection process, 101 

reduces the potential for human error, and at the same time offers significant speed 102 

improvements over previous ad hoc methodologies. 103 

Description of the package 104 

 105 

 hybriddetective is compiled as an R package which facilitates a workflow within the 106 

R environment  for the detection of hybrids based on genotypic/genomic 107 

information using the program NEWHYRIDS (Anderson & Thompson 2002), and 108 

provides a comprehensive and repeatable framework to move from genotypic data 109 

to the identification, with quantifiable certainty, of hybrid individuals. 110 
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hybriddetective is comprised of 14 functions (Table 1), three example datasets, and 111 

a README. Function descriptions (Table 1), example data, and installation 112 

instructions are available online https://github.com/bwringe/hybriddetective. For 113 

an example of the hybriddetective workflow, see Jeffery et al. (2017), and 114 

Supplementary Figure 1 . We chose to implement hybrid detection using the 115 

program NEWHYRIDS (Anderson & Thompson 2002) because it permits the 116 

assignment of individuals to hybrid class (i.e. pure-bred, F1, F2

Description of the workflow 121 

, and back-crosses) 117 

and does not require a priori knowledge of the allele frequencies of the two 118 

populations being tested (Anderson & Thompson 2002). Moreover, NEWHYBRIDS is 119 

widely used, having been cited over 800 times as of the time of this writing. 120 

 122 

The workflow can be broken down into three major elements: 1) data preparation, 123 

2) error checking and diagnostics, and 3) quantification and analysis. 124 

 encompasses the process of selecting the n most informative loci from 125 

amongst the genotypic data available, and the simulation of multi-generational 126 

hybrids. After analyzing the simulated data with NEWHYBRIDS, e127 

 functions confirm that NEWHYBRIDS MCMC chains reached 128 

convergence and  functions test, quantify, and visualize 129 

the accuracy and assignment power of the selected panel(s). The workflow and the 130 

functions used in each step are illustrated and described in in Figure 1, and Table 1, 131 

respectively. We have also included a brief section on the implementation of 132 

(parallel) NEWHYBRIDS analyses using the related R package parallelenewhybrid 133 

(Wringe et al. 2017). 134 

Data preparation 135 

Panel selection 136 

 137 
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Panel selection is the process of selecting from amongst the available markers (i.e. 138 

thousands to several hundreds of thousands as produced by RAD-seq) a subset that 139 

together permit accurate identification of hybrids. In our workflow, the function 140 

getTopLoc is used to develop a panel of user defined size, of the most informative  141 

(based on global Weir and Cockerham (1984)’s FST) loci that are not in linkage 142 

disequilibrium (LD). Genotype data of individuals known (or suspected with high 143 

certainty (Oliveira et al. 2015)), to be of pure ancestry from the two populations 144 

potentially hybridizing are used as input for getTopLoc. getTopLoc first randomly 145 

creates two subsamples, each comprised of 50% of the individuals from each of the 146 

two populations, to create validation and training datasets. To prevent any “high-147 

grading” bias (i.e. upward bias in the estimation of predictive capacity caused when 148 

the same data is used to both select and validate panels of markers), getTopLoc uses 149 

subsampling to ensure the same individuals are not used to create the panel and to 150 

validate it. The function uses the training dataset to calculate the global, locus-151 

specific Weir and Cockerham’s FST and ranks loci by this metric. Pairwise LD is then 152 

calculated using the training dataset for all loci within one or both populations at the 153 

users’ discretion. During this process the r2 threshold above which to consider a pair 154 

of loci to be in LD can be defined by the user. Any loci that are in LD are removed, 155 

because NEWHYBRIDS assumes no linkage, and each locus is treated as 156 

independent.  getTopLoc returns a list of panel loci names , a list of individuals (IDs) 157 

in the validation dataset, and the genotypes of those individuals at the panel loci.  158 

 Importantly, random sampling selects the individuals in the training and 159 

validation datasets, so the individuals and corresponding panel can vary each time 160 

the function is run. The variance in global pairwise FST

Construction of multi-generational simulated hybrids 165 

, and hence the loci returned 161 

between runs, will likely be greatest where sample sizes for one or both populations 162 

are small, and consequently subsampling is more apt to impart stochastic variances 163 

in allele/gene frequencies.  164 

 166 
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The next step in our workflow is to generate simulated multi-generational hybrid 167 

datasets using the genotypic data from the validation dataset exported by 168 

getTopLoc. The two simulation functions, freqbasedsim_GTFreq and   169 

freqbasedsim_AlleleSample differ in the way in which they create hybrids. 170 

freqbasedsim_GTFreq was designed to simulate individuals within the R 171 

environment analogously to the commonly used hybrid simulation program 172 

HYBRIDLAB (Nielsen et al. 2006). In freqbasedsim_GTFreq, like in HYBRIDLAB, 173 

individuals in generation t+1 are created by sampling one allele per locus from the 174 

generation t parental populations, based on the allele frequencies in either 175 

population. Unlike HYBRIDLAB, freqbasedsim_GTFreq creates multi-generational 176 

hybrids, each time it is run, and requires only a single data file to do so. In controlled 177 

comparisons with HYBRIDLAB we find freqbasedsim_GTFreq to be more than 20X 178 

faster when creating multiple independent simulations (See Supplemental Table 1). 179 

 The other hybrid simulation function, freqbasedsim_AlleleSample, was 180 

designed with the intent of providing an additional simulation method. It first 181 

randomly subsamples a proportion of individuals from each of the two populations 182 

provided to it and only the alleles of these individuals will be available during the 183 

subsequent simulation. Secondly, to conduct the actual simulations, each locus in 184 

individuals in generation t+1 is simulated by randomly sampling without 185 

replacement, one allele from among all the alleles present at that locus from one of 186 

the parental populations at time t, then combining it with an allele chosen in the 187 

same manner from the other parental population at time t.  In this case, the number 188 

of individuals that can be simulated in a given hybrid generation is therefore 189 

dependent upon the number of individuals sampled in the first step.   190 

(Parallel) NEWHYBRIDS analyses 191 

 192 

For actual hybrid identification, we encourage users to take advantage of the R 193 

package , which was developed to run NEWHYBRIDS in parallel 194 

thus providing significant speed improvements (Wringe et al. 2017). Furthermore, 195 

the error checking and analytical functions described below were designed to work 196 
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with the file structure created by  , and 197 

documentation describing its installation and operation can be found at 198 

https://github.com/bwringe/parallelnewhybrid. 199 

 200 

Error checking and diagnostics 201 

Check Markov chain convergence 202 

 203 

As with any MCMC process using Gibbs sampling, chain convergence in 204 

NEWHYBRIDS is dependent upon the ‘topography’ of the probability space relative 205 

to the starting point of the chain. Occasionally, the MCMC chains in NEWHYBRIDS 206 

analyses will fail to converge. In these cases NEWHYBRIDS will almost invariably 207 

report that (nearly) all individuals have the highest posterior probability of 208 

membership in the F2 hybrid class, a result that is clearly erroneous. To this end, the 209 

function nh_preCheckR quickly checks the results of NEWHYBRIDS flagging those 210 

that may have failed to converge, and the function nh_multiplotR complements it by 211 

visualizing its results. nh_preCheckR inspects the NEWHYBRIDS output and 212 

identifies the individuals that are known to be pure-bred in origin, and checks that a 213 

user defined proportion of these individuals have not been assigned posterior 214 

probability of assignments (PofZ; Anderson 2003) to the F2

Quantification and analysis 222 

 hybrid class in excess of 215 

a user defined threshold. If these conditions are violated, the user is prompted to 216 

verify the(se) result(s). nh_multiplotR permits the user to visualize the cumulative 217 

posterior probability of assignment for all genotype frequency classes for each 218 

individual. nh_multiplotR can thus be used to confirm and compliment the results of 219 

nh_preCheckR, as well as quickly visualize the results of multiple NEWHYBRIDS 220 

analyses. 221 

Assess panel accuracy 223 

 224 
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The next step in the workflow, after confirming convergence, is to assess the ability 225 

of NEWHYBRIDS to assign simulated individuals of known hybrid ancestry to the 226 

correct genotype frequency class given the genotypes of the individuals at the loci in 227 

the selected panel. Because it is impossible to statistically validate the assumed 228 

distribution of priors, and the efficacy of the loci in a panel a priori (Anderson 2003; 229 

Nielsen et al. 2006; Oliveira et al. 2008), simulations are often employed to evaluate 230 

power (Anderson 2003; Nielsen et al. 2006; Vähä & Primmer 2006). Also, Anderson 231 

and Thompson (2002), note that the power of NEWHYBRIDS to distinguish among 232 

genotype frequencies classes will vary across classes. Thus when evaluating a 233 

potential threshold value of posterior probability of assignment for assigning 234 

genotype frequency class membership, the effect of choice of posterior probability 235 

of assignment value on efficiency, accuracy and overall performance (Vähä & 236 

Primmer 2006), as well as on both Type I and Type II error should be considered 237 

simultaneously for each genotype frequency class, and for the differentiation of 238 

purebreds from any type of hybrid.  239 

In order to allow researchers to better evaluate the effect of choice of critical 240 

posterior probability of assignment threshold (i.e. posterior probability value above 241 

which assignment to a given hybrid class is accepted) on assignment success, we 242 

have developed the function hybridPowerComp. hybridPowerComp calculates the 243 

number of individuals of known hybrid class correctly assigned over the total 244 

number of individuals known to belong to that class for posterior probability of 245 

assignment thresholds between 0.50 and 1.0 (i.e. number detected / number 246 

expected; "efficiency" sensu Vähä & Primmer 2006). This is done for each hybrid 247 

frequency class (Figure 2), as well as separately for the two parental classes, and all 248 

hybrids classes considered together (i.e. posterior probability of assignment for 249 

hybrid is the sum of all of F1, F2, BC1, BC2). In addition, hybridPowerComp 250 

calculates and plots the number of individuals correctly assigned to a class over the 251 

total number of individuals assigned to that class (i.e. "accuracy" sensu Vähä & 252 

Primmer 2006)(Figure 3), and the “power” (i.e. the product of "efficiency" and 253 

"accuracy" sensu Vähä & Primmer 2006) of the panel . Similarly, the number of 254 

individuals wrongly deemed to belong to hybrid genotype frequency classes divided 255 
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by the total number of known pure individuals (i.e. type I error; Burgarella et al. 256 

2009), and the proportion of individuals misclassified (i.e. type II error) are 257 

assessed and plotted. hybridPowerComp allows visualization of the distribution of 258 

posterior probability of assignment values by plotting them for each genotype 259 

frequency class, as well as for all hybrid classes considered together (refer to 260 

Supplementary Table 2 for a list of the plots produced by hybridPowerComp).  261 

The function nh_panel_delta_plotR complements hybridPowerComp by 262 

visualizing the efficacy of different panel sizes for each genotype frequency class and 263 

can be used during the assessment of panel accuracy phase of the workflow. 264 

 265 

Combine simulated and experimental data for analysis 266 

 267 

Once the panel and critical posterior probability of assignment threshold(s) have 268 

been finalized, the experimental/unknown data can be analyzed. Combining 269 

simulated data with the unknown/experimental data (1) assists with the 270 

interpretation of results in the absence of known individuals, and (2) allows the user 271 

the option to designate the genotype frequency class membership of known 272 

individuals, to improve assignment power (Anderson 2003; Anderson & Thompson 273 

2002).  274 

The function nh_analysis_generateR allows researchers to specify both the 275 

unknown and experimental genotype data to analyze and the simulated data to 276 

combine with it, thus facilitating reproducibility of analyses as well as the ability to 277 

use the same simulated dataset(s) from which the critical posterior probability of 278 

assignment values were determined. The function nh_analysis_simulateR_generateR 279 

permits users to quickly create analysis-ready datasets when panel development 280 

and/or more conservative simulation methodology are not required. This function 281 

uses the frequency based simulation algorithm and simulation options of 282 

freqbasedsim_GTFreq to create simulated hybrids based on supplied genotype data, 283 

and then merge them with experimental or unknown genotypes.  284 
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Conclusions 285 

 286 

Here we have shown that the use of hybriddetective as part of a workflow in the 287 

detection of hybrids has clear and quantifiable benefits over the generally ad hoc, 288 

methods normally used. hybriddetective provides researchers an efficient platform 289 

for reproducible analyses of hybridization within the R computational language. 290 

Furthermore, the interoperability of hybriddetective for the simulation of multi-291 

generation hybrid datasets and the separate R package parallelnewhybrid (Wringe 292 

et al. 2017) to efficiently and automatically execute runs of NEWHYBRIDS in 293 

parallel, makes it tractable to quantify the expected variability in hybrid assignment 294 

success.  295 

In conclusion, we have created an R package and associated workflow for the 296 

detection, with quantifiable accuracy, efficiency and power, of multi-generational 297 

hybrid individuals using genetic or genomic data with the program NEWHYBRIDS. 298 

This package includes functions for the development and testing of diagnostic 299 

panels of markers, the simulation of multi-generational hybrids, and the 300 

quantification and visualization of the accuracy with which (simulated) hybrids can 301 

be detected. Use of this package offers improvements in the repeatability, speed, and 302 

ease of use over conventional approaches. 303 
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Table 1 – Functions included in the hybriddetective R package, a synopsis of their purpose, and which of the three major 

elements they are used in. 

 

Function Name Synopsis Main Use 

getTopLoc Creates a panel comprised of the n (user-specified) most informative 

(based on highest loci-specific FSTs), markers not in linkage 

disequilibrium. The function randomly assigns half the individuals in 

each of the two populations to be used to calculate loci-specific Weir and 

Cockerham's FSTs1, and returns the genotypes at the n loci of the other 

half to be used to test the efficacy of the panel to avoid high-grading bias2

Data 

Preparation 

.  

freqbasedsim_GTFreq Creates simulated multi-generational (i.e. Pure 1, Pure 2, F1, F2 Data 

Preparation 

, BC1, 

BC2) hybrids based on the allele frequencies in the two populations 

provided. The user can specify the number of individuals in each of the 

hybrid classes to be created. 

freqbasedsim_AlleleSample Creates simulated multi-generational hybrids by randomly sampling, 

without replacement, two alleles per loci from a proportion of the 

individual genotypes provided. The user is able to specify the proportion 

of genotypes to sample, as well as the number of individuals of each 

hybrid class to create.  

Data 

Preparation 

nh_analysis_generateR Merges a file composed of simulated hybrid genotypes with a file Data 
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containing the genotypes of unknown/experimental individuals to 

produce a file suitable to ascertain the hybrid class of the unknowns. The 

user is able to specify which hybrid classes from the simulated dataset to 

include in the output. 

Preparation 

nh_analysis_simulateR_gen

erateR 

Creates a simulated multi-generational hybrid reference dataset from 

user provided data, and then merges it with the genotypes of 

unknown/experimental individuals. This function will create a new 

simulated dataset each time it is run using the same simulation 

methodology as freqbasedsim_GTFreq. 

Data 

Preparation 

nh_subsetR Removes subsets of desired loci from NEWHYBRIDS formatted files so 

that the efficacy of panels of various sizes can be assessed. 

Data 

Preparation 

nh_Zcore Allows the user to assign known hybrid category designations to 

individuals in NEWHYBRIDS formatted files  

Data 

Preparation 

nh_preCheckR Checks all NEWHYBRIDS results within a directory and flags those that 

show evidence that the Markov chain may have failed to converge. This is 

done by evaluating the proportion of known Pure Population 1 or 2 

individuals in which the posterior probability of assignment to F2

Error Checking 

and 

Diagnostics 

 

exceeds a threshold. The user may specify both the proportion of 

individuals and the PofZ threshold. 

nh_mulitplotR Creates a cumulative probability of assignment plot for each Error Checking A
u
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NEWHYBRIDS result within a user-specified directory. Compliments 

preCheckR by allowing visually verification of Markov chain (non-) 

convergence. 

and 

Diagnostics 

nh_plotR Plots the cumulative probability of assignment of a single NEWHYBRIDS 

result. Also allows the user to match plotting colours between analyses 

when NEWHYBRIDS reverses which population it designates Population 

1 and 2. 

Quantification 

and Analysis 

hybridPowerComp Evaluates the accuracy3 and efficiency3 with which NEWHYBRIDS assigns 

individuals of known hybrid class to the correct class across a range of 

minimum posterior probability thresholds from 0.50 to 0.99. Calculates 

the number of individuals wrongly assigned to hybrid genotype 

frequency classes over the total number of known pure individuals (type 

I error)4 

Quantification 

and Analysis 

, and the proportion of individuals misclassified (type II error). 

The distribution of PofZ values for each genotype frequency class, as well 

as for all hybrid classes considered together is plotted. The effect of 

varying panel sizes on each of these variables is also evaluated. Plots are 

returned as .pdf and .jpg files, and all data frames constructed for plotting 

are exported. 

nh_accuracy_checkR Evaluates the accuracy with which NEWHYBRIDS assigns individuals of 

known hybrid class to the correct class for a single analysis at three 

Quantification 

and Analysis A
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1 Weir and Cockerham (1984) 

2 Anderson (2010) 

3 Vaha and Primmer (2006) 

4

minimum posterior probability thresholds (PofZ >= 0.05, 0.75 and 0.90). 

This function is meant to compliment hybridPowerComp. 

 Burgarella et al. (2009)

nh_panel_delta_plotR Plots the genotype class assignment (class with max. PofZ) of individuals 

among panels of different size. Allows visualization of the stability of 

individual assignments to compliment the proportion of correct 

assignments returned by hybridPowerComp. 

Quantification 

and Analysis 

nh_build_Example_Data Writes example NEWHYBRIDS results to be evaluated with the 

function hybridPowerComp 
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Figure 1. Schematic of the hybrid detection workflow and the associated functions 

(grey boxes) for: A, the development and quantification of the efficiency and 

accuracy of diagnostic panels of loci, and B the analysis of unknown/experimental 

data to detect hybrid individuals.  

 

 

 

 

* (Wringe et al. 2017) 
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Figure 2. Plot of the efficiency of assignment for each of the six genotype frequency 

classes at critical posterior probability of assignment thresholds from 0.5 to 1.0 for 

diagnostic panels of various size. Each genotype frequency class is show in an 

individual facet, with abbreviations at its top. The solid coloured lines are the mean 

efficiency, and the dotted line the standard deviation of three independently 

simulated datasets, each analyzed in triplicate. Panel sizes and their corresponding 

colours are shown in the legend. The x-axis is the posterior probability of 

assignment threshold.  
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Figure 3. Plot of accuracy of assignment for each of the six genotype frequency 

classes for various panel sizes at critical posterior probability of assignment 

threshold values ranging from 0.5 to 1.0. Genotype frequency class abbreviations 

are as in Supplementary figure 1, and each class is displayed in a single facet. The 

solid coloured lines are the mean accuracy, and the dotted lines the standard 

deviation of three independently simulated datasets, each analyzed in triplicate. The 

panel sizes, and their representative colours are shown in the legend. The x-axis is 

the critical posterior probability of assignment threshold. 
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Table 1 – Functions included in the hybriddetective R package, a synopsis of their purpose, and which of the three major 

elements they are used in. 

 

Function Name Synopsis Main Use 

getTopLoc Creates a panel comprised of the n (user-specified) most informative 

(based on highest loci-specific FSTs), markers not in linkage 

disequilibrium. The function randomly assigns half the individuals in 

each of the two populations to be used to calculate loci-specific Weir and 

Cockerham's FSTs1, and returns the genotypes at the n loci of the other 

half to be used to test the efficacy of the panel to avoid high-grading bias2.  

Data 

Preparation 

freqbasedsim_GTFreq Creates simulated multi-generational (i.e. Pure 1, Pure 2, F1, F2, BC1, BC2) 

hybrids based on the allele frequencies in the two populations provided. 

The user can specify the number of individuals in each of the hybrid 

classes to be created. 

Data 

Preparation 

freqbasedsim_AlleleSample Creates simulated multi-generational hybrids by randomly sampling, 

without replacement, two alleles per loci from a proportion of the 

individual genotypes provided. The user is able to specify the proportion 

of genotypes to sample, as well as the number of individuals of each 

hybrid class to create.  

Data 

Preparation 

nh_analysis_generateR Merges a file composed of simulated hybrid genotypes with a file Data 
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containing the genotypes of unknown/experimental individuals to 

produce a file suitable to ascertain the hybrid class of the unknowns. The 

user is able to specify which hybrid classes from the simulated dataset to 

include in the output. 

Preparation 

nh_analysis_simulateR_gen

erateR 

Creates a simulated multi-generational hybrid reference dataset from 

user provided data, and then merges it with the genotypes of 

unknown/experimental individuals. This function will create a new 

simulated dataset each time it is run using the same simulation 

methodology as freqbasedsim_GTFreq. 

Data 

Preparation 

nh_subsetR Removes subsets of desired loci from NEWHYBRIDS formatted files so 

that the efficacy of panels of various sizes can be assessed. 

Data 

Preparation 

nh_Zcore Allows the user to assign known hybrid category designations to 

individuals in NEWHYBRIDS formatted files  

Data 

Preparation 

nh_preCheckR Checks all NEWHYBRIDS results within a directory and flags those that 

show evidence that the Markov chain may have failed to converge. This is 

done by evaluating the proportion of known Pure Population 1 or 2 

individuals in which the posterior probability of assignment to F2 exceeds 

a threshold. The user may specify both the proportion of individuals and 

the PofZ threshold. 

Error Checking 

and 

Diagnostics 

nh_mulitplotR Creates a cumulative probability of assignment plot for each Error Checking A
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NEWHYBRIDS result within a user-specified directory. Compliments 

preCheckR by allowing visually verification of Markov chain (non-) 

convergence. 

and 

Diagnostics 

nh_plotR Plots the cumulative probability of assignment of a single NEWHYBRIDS 

result. Also allows the user to match plotting colours between analyses 

when NEWHYBRIDS reverses which population it designates Population 

1 and 2. 

Quantification 

and Analysis 

hybridPowerComp Evaluates the accuracy3 and efficiency3 with which NEWHYBRIDS assigns 

individuals of known hybrid class to the correct class across a range of 

minimum posterior probability thresholds from 0.50 to 0.99. Calculates 

the number of individuals wrongly assigned to hybrid genotype 

frequency classes over the total number of known pure individuals (type 

I error)4 , and the proportion of individuals misclassified (type II error). 

The distribution of PofZ values for each genotype frequency class, as well 

as for all hybrid classes considered together is plotted. The effect of 

varying panel sizes on each of these variables is also evaluated. Plots are 

returned as .pdf and .jpg files, and all data frames constructed for plotting 

are exported. 

Quantification 

and Analysis 

nh_accuracy_checkR Evaluates the accuracy with which NEWHYBRIDS assigns individuals of 

known hybrid class to the correct class for a single analysis at three 
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1 Weir and Cockerham (1984) 

2 Anderson (2010) 

3 Vaha and Primmer (2006) 

4 Burgarella et al. (2009) 

minimum posterior probability thresholds (PofZ >= 0.05, 0.75 and 0.90). 

This function is meant to compliment hybridPowerComp. 

nh_panel_delta_plotR Plots the genotype class assignment (class with max. PofZ) of individuals 

among panels of different size. Allows visualization of the stability of 

individual assignments to compliment the proportion of correct 

assignments returned by hybridPowerComp. 

Quantification 

and Analysis 

nh_build_Example_Data Writes example NEWHYBRIDS results to be evaluated with the 

function hybridPowerComp 
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